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Ilkin Bananyarli becomes partner at
PLUTA
25 September 2019 · Ulm/Stuttgart

Stuttgart-based attorney Mr Ilkin Bananyarli has been
named partner at PLUTA Rechtsanwalts GmbH. The
restructuring expert has many years of experience in
restructuring and preserving companies and is regularly
appointed insolvency administrator by regional courts.

Mr Bananyarli has managed numerous insolvency
proceedings, including those of the Häussler real estate
group. In 2018, he sold the Gewa Tower in Fellbach, near
Stuttgart, to the well-known CG Group. He is currently the
administrator in a number of insolvency proceedings, such
as for the Rexer Group bus companies.

The 41-year-old attorney studied law at the University of
Regensburg, where he also completed his traineeship. He
has been working for PLUTA in Stuttgart as a qualified
attorney since 2005, and has also specialised in insolvency
law since 2011. Mr Bananyarli is a member of INSOL Europe,
the German Bar Association (DAV, Young Attorneys’ Forum)
and the German Association of Insolvency Administrators
(VID).

Founder and Managing Director Mr Michael Pluta said, “Mr
Ilkin Bananyarli has already completed numerous complex
proceedings with his team. At PLUTA, we have now added
another young, but still experienced, attorney to our
partner ranks who will be the ideal complement to our
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existing team.”
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